A 30-foot mobile learning lab came to Wood Hill Middle School last week as part of the Change is Simple program.
Sixth graders were joined by state Rep. Tram Nguyen as they learned about how pollution impacts water systems, according to a press release from Change is Simple.

Change is Simple is a STEM program, where students learn through hands-on projects and gain a better understanding of how changes in their everyday lives can help the environment.

“We teach sustainability and climate issues to children in a way that lights them up and shows them their own power to make a difference in their world, from their school to their backyard, town and beyond,” said Patrick Belmonte, Change is Simple co-founder.

“The students are super into it,” said Kristin Contois, a sixth-grade teacher Wood Hill, who said, that the knowledge students gain at the Change is Simple visits tends to stick with them.

Learn more at www.changeissimple.org.